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1. Welcome aboard, You are important to us!

Kompassi is a multicultural center and meeting point situated in the heart
of Kuopio city working as a part of Settlement Puijola Association of Kuopio. Kompassi offers alternative channels to immigrants for integration
and participation in the Finnish society, helps them in their different life
situations, and offers an equal opportunity for active citizenship to everyone. Kompassi was established in the year 1999 with the initiative of the
refugee unit of Kuopio city. Since then, Kompassi has been working with
funding from Finnish slot machine association (RAY) and Kuopio city.
Kompassi’s activities are based upon trust, respect and easy approachability. Kompassi’s activities emphasize peer-support, utilizing one’s own
resources and capabilities, and moving forward in life. Kompassi is a low
threshold place open for everyone.
Kompassi’s target groups are immigrants of Kuopio region, multicultural
couples, and Finns interested in multiculturalism. Kompassi’s services are
also available to those workers who help immigrants. On an average 700
people visit Kompassi in a month, of which, 68% are immigrants and
32% are Finns. (Statistics- year 2014).
Kompassi offers variety of activities: language learning, hobby groups
and clubs of different themes for different target groups, personal advice
and guidance, events and happenings etc.
Kuopio’s Multicultural Center Kompassi
Hapelähteenkatu 33
70110 Kuopio
kompassi@puijola.net
www.puijola.net/kompassi
www.facebook.com/kompassi
In this guide you will find
the basic information to
work as a volunteer at
Kompassi.
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2. As a volunteer at Kompassi?

Come to work as a volunteer with immigrants! Volunteering is doing some work with the people or for the people. The volunteer
work is based upon volunteer’s own ideas and wishes, and the activities may vary. Some examples of voluntary work are, assisting
in Finnish learning, group coordinator, assistant to group coordinator, organizing or helping in events etc.

Volunteer work needs
Doing what is
agreed upon

Normal human
knowledge

No prejudice

Open mind

You can get information about voluntary work at Kompassi from its
staff. The contact person for volunteer work at Kompassi is:
Varsha Shurpali
Counselor and volunteer work in-charge at Kompassi
varsha.shurpali@puijola.net
Ph. 044 078 7282.
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Kompassi provides an opportunity to you to work as a volunteer in
various activities depending upon your interests and ability. You do
volunteer work in a multicultural environment and with immigrants.
As a volunteer in Kompassi you can for example…
 Work as a teaching-assistant in Finnish language courses
 Be an independent group coordinator
 Organize activities like…
 associations
 pampering moments, ”beauty evenings”
 games, for ex: board-games, card games
 music, group singing
 visits
 sport gatherings
 handicrafts
 crafting
 Get ideas and organize
You don’t have
Commit
yourself some event
to,
yourself
with the help of
for years
Kompassi’s staff
 Help in the events orHave experience
ganized by Kompassi
Know
in working with
 for ex: helping in
diffeimmigrants
making coffee,
rent
langusandwiches or grillages
ing sausages,
for the event or
Be
helping in serving
professional
them etc.
 performance:
playing instruments
or singing etc.
 Get to know different
cultures by participating or helping in our ethnic groups.
 Be a friend to immigrant/s.
 Participate in events where you can be in contact or work together with immigrants.
 Be a bridge between immigrants and Finnish society.
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What does a volunteer gain?
Volunteerism is a person's own will and desire to do something and
be part of the action. Volunteering brings joy to both sides, the
beneficiary as well as the benefactor.

You get the chance to help your
hometown

You will learn new
things and expand
your knowledge

You will meet new people immigrants and other
volunteers

You are a part of the community

You get to share
your skills

Broaden your world
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3. How to apply for volunteer work in Kompassi?

You can get in touch with the volunteer work in-charge at Kompassi
by e-mail, telephone (varsha.shurpali@puijola.net / tel. 044 078
7282) or by visiting Kompassi on weekdays during opening hours
(Hapelähteenkatu 33, Kuopio).
We invite all interested volunteers for a one on one discussion,
where we map out your interests, strengths and skills, as well as
how often you would like to be involved in volunteer work.
We store your contact information to a file with your permission.
The contact details are used only for sending information to the
volunteers. Your contact information will not be given to the third
parties without your permission. Your signature confirms that you
will work with confidentiality and in accordance with the common
goals and principles of volunteer work at Kompassi. Kompassi's
principles of volunteer work are mentioned in page 7.
You will be familiarized with Kompassi’s activities and Kompassi's
staff is there to support you in this precious task.
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4. Principles of volunteer work at Kompassi
VOLUNTEERING and WORKING TOGETHER
Each activity will be on voluntary basis, according to own wishes.
Volutneer works together with the customer, staff of Kompassi and other
volunteers.
EQUALITY and IMPARTIALITY
In volunteer work all parties are equals. Work is done on equality basis
for the benefit of everyone. A volunteer is neutral and doesn't side with
anyone.
RIGHT TO SELF DETERMINATION and TOLERANCE
A volunteer does not make decisions on behalf of the customers, and
customers wishes are accounted for. Respect and acceptance of different
kinds of people and their backgrounds is important.
BEING YOURSELF
Voluntary work does not require special skills or training. Ordinary
everyday knowledge and skills are sufficient.
LIMITATIONS
A volunteer doesn't have the rights of an employee. Volunteer work is
not a profession but is done alongside employees. In case of problematic
situations, it is the volunteers' duty to discuss it with Kompassi's staff.
GROWTH AS A PERSON AND JOY IN THE ACTIVITIES
A volunteer has the joy of bringing a sense of community & diversity in
the activities, and the joy of helping others. Also, a volunteer can choose
an activity suitable for one-self.
RIGHT TO SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
A volunteer receives support and guidance from the staff of Kompassi
and other volunteers. A volunteer has the opportunity to participate in
volunteers trainings, orientation and recreation.
RELIABILITY AND COMMITMENT
A volunteer should respect own capabilities and should not promise more
than what they can do. A volunteer should do what activity has been
promised or signed up for. A volunteer decides how long he/she is
available for volunteer work.
UNPAID
A volunteer does not get financial compensation for volunteer work.
He/she cannot receive money or gifts from the customer. A Volunteer
neither handles nor gives money to the customer.
OBLIGATION OF CONFIDENTIALITY
In volunteer work, confidentiality is very important. A volunteer keeps all
information heard during volunteering confidential.
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5. General rules and practices

 Volunteer work, above all, is human interaction, calmness, patience, equality and the hearing out others.

 Kompassi maintains an email register for volunteers, through

which you get information on current issues relating to volunteer
work about once a month. These contact details are not given to
unauthorized third parties. You can also join Kompassi's general
newsletter by subscribing through our website. Be sure to also
follow current events at www.puijola.net/kompassi

 Meetings with volunteers and Kompassi's volunteer work in-

charge are held throughout the year on a regular basis, along
with workshops or training sessions as well as recreational activities. During volunteers' meetings, volunteers have the opportunity to share their experiences and to hear the experiences of others.

 The basic principle is that the work done by everyone is to be respected. A volunteer does not take sides or judge, for ex: the
staff, group coordinator or other volunteers’ teaching or helping
methods. You respect people's different backgrounds and opinions and do not impose your own perceptions. Feedbacks can be
given personally and the possibility of feedback must be mutual.

 In the guided activities, for ex: like in Finnish language courses,

be on time and let everyone work peacefully - from teacher / assistant to participants and other volunteers. The exchange of
views and information can be done during the break.

 Kompassi is a neutral place so religious and political matters are
not practiced here. These matters are discussed solely at the
customer's initiative without taking sides.
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 In the backyard of Settlement Puijola ry of Kuopio's on Hapelähteenkatu 33, there are parking spaces for Puijola's staff. Volunteers can park their cars there only if they find empty slots. In
addition, there are two car-parking slots for use in front of the
building that can be used both by volunteers and by Kompassi’s
customers. The General Parking Control law covers parking spaces and unauthorized parking could be fined.

 Kompassi receives funding from the Slot Machine Association

(RAY), which requires constant monitoring of the activities also
with regard to volunteering. Such monitoring helps in evaluation
and development of our activities.
o Volunteers are asked for a written feedback annually. The answers will remain anonymous. In addition, you can affect our
activities by participating in the volunteers' meetings. Feedback can be submitted at any time to any of the Kompassi's
staff.
o Volunteer's contact information is processed carefully and in
accordance with good processing practice. Only such information that is necessary for the activity is included in the Volunteer's data file. Kompassi's employee is responsible for the
storage of data. Information is not disclosed to third parties
and volunteers have the right to verify the information concerning them.
o The documents that are saved are volunteers’ basic information questionnaire, voluntary work contracts, as well as
other relevant reports and forms related to volunteer activities. Written documents have their own volunteer activities
folder, which is stored behind a password.

The Kompassi's staff provides assistance and advice about volunteering at Kompassi; feel free to ask the questions you may have!
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6. Tips: encountering immigrant

Different cultures have different values and habits. Cultures are not
tied to the home country, and even within the same family there
can be different cultures. Different values of life are emphasized in
different ways in different cultures. Cultural matter that define
interaction are distance and the personal touch. Cultural differences
may evoke a variety of emotions and thoughts. Not all the cultures
are understood or known but the most important thing is, cultural
sesitivity i.e., sensitivity to take into account the specific features of
different cultures.
Cultural encounters can increase understanding and
reduce prejudices. Often
immigrants are happy to
share their own culture and
thus open up a new kind of
contact with another culture.
Volunteers, in turn, can introduce immigrants to the
Finnish traditions and everyday customs. Reciprocity
promotes trust.
In intercultural communication, it should be taken into account that people understand things
in different ways. In the same way, the general understanding of a
particular cultural is often incomplete and misunderstandings are
common. Find out for yourself; which is part of the culture, what is
due to the situation- like a person's life history, background situations, cultural shock or what is specific to that individual. It is not
always possible to know whether the cultural representative himself/herself really understands the culture that he/she is trying to
explain. People are good at blaming other cultural representativesit is never your fault if others do not understand. In many cases of
interaction, problems arise because people have different ways of
communication. Often, it is not connected to linguistic or communicational problems, but blame is on the person.
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A volunteer plays an important role in supporting the immigrant's
language learning. The volunteer needs to be prepared for the fact
that not all immigrants know Finnish language well, or that they
may lack the courage to speak the language. The immigrant may
understand the language more than he/she is capable of speaking
it. Slow speaking, clear pronunciation and simple words can help
the immigrant to understand the language easily. If the words are
not helping, a volunteer may use different ways to express themselves, such as drawing or pictures.
The following tips are useful for meeting an immigrant customer. In
particular, these issues should be paid attention to in a multicultural environment.
* Treat all as you would like be treated yourself and be yourself.
Do not underestimate the customer.
* Ask the immigrant to tell the matters in their own words.
* Find out the ambiguities. "I'm sorry, I did not understand.
Could you explain it again" is a very useful sentence.
* Pay attention to your voice and the way you express with gestures and expressions.
* Keep in mind that the immigrant speaks Finnish as a second
language, so do not be irritated with their different ways of
expressing things.
* Use a variety of communication channels. A brochure supplements the oral communication and a picture supplements the
speech. Also, use gestures.
* Speak clearly and calmly, remember that you're talking to
adults. Use short sentences
and familiar words.
Some people talk to immigrants in a
* Guide Him/her to Finnish way
louder voice or slowly like to a child.
of life and also to the culture
Unequal tone of voice does not fathat is familiar to you.
cilitate the understanding and the
* Keep in mind that for the
listener can get offended.
immigrant, minority status is
new. Support him/her there.
(Pitkänen 1997, 35–47; Räty 2002, 160, 224; Sinijärvi yms. 2014, 18–19.)
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7. Volunteer’s own endurance

You are the most important!
Volunteers' endurance affects his entire life situations. When a volunteer is comfortable with himself/herself and knows the limits of
his/her own endurance and skills, he/she is able to help the customers also. However, the ability to cope is not a permanent status
and that is why it is good to observe one's own resources on a regular basis. Volunteer should remember to take care of his/her own
physical, social and emotional needs.
The volunteer must ensure
that the family, relatives and
friendships do not suffer because of helping. Do not live
only to help. Meet new people
while volunteering. It is important in life to have other
activities than just volunteer
work. Fish out some pleasant
activities- go out, travel,
make handicrafts, listen to
music and enjoy cultural
events. Daily exercise gives
strength. Rest and relax. Leisure is good for the mind. Get
lazy with a clear conscience.

You do not need to participate in all the offered activities. A volunteer has the right to limit his/her participation in the activities and
choose where they wish to be. Little steps towards helping is
enough. Understanding one’s own motives and self-knowledge will
help volunteers.
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Volunteer can also get tired. Tired person is irritable and indifferent
to others. Taking care of yourself shows responsible attitude towards yourself as well as others. Listen to your mind when it's time
to move on. You may experience that volunteering no longer brings
you satisfaction but you just feel tired or bored. Then, you can always take a break, look for new options and activities or completely
stop volunteer work.
(Auttamisen iloa 2010, 33-35.)

 Take time for yourself and your own thoughts.
 Pay attention to your ability to cope.
 Volunteer work can wear you out; take the matter up with the
group leader or Kompassi's volunteer work in-charge.

 Giving up / taking a break is acceptable. Please inform about it
to Kompassi's volunteer work in-charge.

Note that it is necessary to have a look now and
then:
Do not wish to help everyone everywhere!
Do not think that you are irreplaceable,
your hands do not need to support the whole world!
A little is enough!
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8. Contact information of Kompassi’s staff

Johanna Rastas
Coordinator, Kompassi
johanna.rastas@puijola.net / 044 787 2872
Tsega Kiflie
Chief Counselor (emergency calls)
tsega.kiflie@puijola.net / 044 078 7286
Varsha Shurpali
Counselor / volunteer work in-charge
varsha.shurpali@puijola.net / 044 078 7282
Finnish language teacher
suomenkielenopettaja@puijola.net
050 304 7659
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Liite 1:Malli vapaaehtoisen perustietolomakkeesta

Attachments
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Liite2: Malli haastattelulomakkeesta
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” Success is the fact that divide often and much;
to leave the world a little better place,
to know that at least someone breathed more easily
because you have lived.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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